
2. The threading hook is in the center of the metal 

blade (see illustration). The bent tip of the hook 

keeps the hook from falling out of the reed.

3. To insert the Auto Reed Hook in the reed, place 

the hook parallel to the reed with its threading hook 

on the underside of the blade, and the bent tip fac-

ing  the reed. Insert the bent tip through the reed, 

one dent to the right of the dent where you plan to 

begin threading the reed.The bent tip should point 

to the left, in the direction that the hook will be 

moving.

4. Threading from right to left: Lean the blade 

toward the left side of the dent and push the auto 

hook through the reed until the handle reaches the 

reed. As you do this, watch to see that the metal clip 

on the left side of the hook is forced into the next 

dent to the left.

Threading from left to right: This method requires 

that the threading hook be on the top of the auto 

hook. In our opinion this method is not as easy or 

effi cient as the “right to left” method, but if you 

want to thread your reed this way, proceed as fol-

lows: Insert the auto reed hook into the dent one 

dent to the left of the fi rst dent you want to use, with 

the threading hook facing up, and the bent tip point-

ing to the right. Lean the blade toward the right side 

of the dent and operate the hook as described above 

for the “right-to-left” method.

5. Continue to push the hook until you feel the 

widest part of the hook pass through the dent. You 

will hear a clicking noise. To advance the auto hook 

properly, push the hook all the way to the handle. 

6. Slip the yarn into the threading hook and pull 

the hook back through the reed. As you pull the 

hook toward you, the hook will automatically ad-

vance into the next dent. Do not pull the hook out of 

the reed. 

7. Repeat steps 3-6 to thread your reed. 

THE AUTO REED HOOK

The Auto Reed Hook advances across the reed 

automatically from one dent to the next. The hook 

works most easily from right to left across the reed, 

although it can be worked from left to right, if de-

sired. To become completely familiar with the hook, 

we suggest that you practice fi rst with just the hook 

and an empty reed until are sure you are advancing 

the hook each time. Then practice with a dummy 

warp, until you become used to using the hook on 

your warp yarn. 

USING THE AUTO REED HOOK 

1. Place the reed in your usual threading position. 

The Auto Reed Hook works with the reed in either a 

horizontal or a vertical position. 

 ■ Warping Pegs

 ■ Warping Boards: 4½ yard & 14 yard 

 ■ Warping Paddle

 ■ Raddles (several sizes)

 ■ Warping Mills: Vertical & Horizontal Mill

 ■ Sectional Beams 

 ■ Sectional Beaming Equipment:

  Yardage Counter

  Tension Box

  Spool Rack

  Cardboard Spools

Find out more at schachtspindle.com.

     WARPING TOOLS FROM SCHACHT 

SLEY YOUR REED FASTER 

WITH THE 

AUTO REED HOOK 
This magical hook is a weaver’s 

dream come true. It advances 

across the reed, automatically 

moving from one dent to the 

next. With just a little practice, 

you will be able to thread your 

reed in half the time or less. 

Works on reeds up to 15 dents 

per inch.
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